momentum and khv is the photon momentum) and 6rT is the instantaneous thermal displacement of an atom in the lattice.
( 1)
The energy distribution function for photoelectrons inside a crystal 
Here y is the angle between the electric field polarizatiOn vector and Accordingly we shall refer to it as the Band 6 resonance.
A single crystal of copper was cut with a (110) surface orientation and cleaned as described previously. sources of systematic error were tested and eliminated. Of most concern was the angular sensitivity of the resonance. The button heater was non-inductively wound: magnetic fields induced by the heater and leads were calculated to deflect the electrons by less than 1°. Spectra taken at high temperatures but with the heater off proved to be independent of the heater current. That the observed effect was not due simply to dimensional variations with temperature (i.e., rotation of the sample) was confirmed both by visual inspection and by varying the sample orientation at high temperatures.
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The Band 6 resonance at 0.5 eV binding energy is an extremely sensitive indicator of the direct transition channel, because this peak arises only through transitions from a band that goes through EF steeply between f and K. As phonon-assisted processes become more important with increasing temperature, this peak decreases dramatically in intensity, as expected.
In Fig. 2a we have plotted the Band 6 intensity versus temperature. Since fcc (ilO) planes are separated by half the nearest-neighbor distance; i.e., 1.3Afor Cu, the effective mean-square displacement seen in the photoelectron spectrum should be larger than the bulk value.
Our data are consistent with this expectation: they agree best with n > 1. The fast decrease of the Band 6 peak intensity between 600°C and 800°C is not understood.
Another noteworthy change with temperature occurs in the main d-band peak itself. At room temperature this peak shows at least three components, corresponding to the band energy positions at k For copper, an electron-phonon interaction can change the
electron wave vector from the f point to anywhere within the BZ with 13 no more than a 30 meV change in the electron energy, thus allowing more of the ·k states in the BZ to be sampled without greatly disrupting their energy distribution. In Fig. 2b the ratio of indirect to direct transitions is plotted as a function -of temperature, assuming two different vaLaes for the ratio at room temperature. This plot bears out the temperature dependence predicted by Eq. (3). It is noteworthy that the total integrated valence-band intensity in the spectra in Additional spectra at two other photon energies are completely c<'>nsistent with this interpretation. At hV = 80 eV, at room temperature the bands are being sampled near f. 7 There is thus no intensity in the "s-p band" region, 0 < EB < 2 eV. A.t high temperatures, however, thermal broadening facilitates sampling over more of the BZ and the familiar "s-p band" plateau appears. At hv = 140 eV the reverse occurs.
The "s-p band" region is initially unusually intense, mainly because Band 6, which gives rise to the resonance at hV = 45 eV, is being sampled on the other side of the BZ (k This would suggest that XPS spectra of cooled samples may still be dominated by directionally-dependent atomic cross _sections: i.e., final-state mixing may lead to sampling throughout the BZ.
'
The effect of thermal disorder on photoemission spectra is now established. More work is needed to test its range of applicability.
It is already clear, however, that many uses can be made of this effect to elucidate atomic properties in solids.
It is also clear. that thermal disorder is an essential ingredient in understanding the transition of ARP spectra from UPS energies to the XPS regime. 
